June 9, 2021

Ms. Susanna Kooistra
Mr. Hao Jing
3GPP Mobile Competence Centre (ETSI)
650, Route des Lucioles
06921 Sophia-Antipolis
France

Nomination for 3GPP TSG CT WG3 Vice-Chairman Position

Dear Susanna, Hao, and TSG CT WG3 Members,

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation as a member of TTC is pleased to nominate Ms. Haruka Eitoku as a candidate for the position of Vice-Chairman of 3GPP TSG CT WG3 at the upcoming elections during the CT3#117 meeting.

Ms. Haruka Eitoku started her participation in 3GPP CT3 from 2018. She has contributed significantly to the enhancement of specifications for the inter-connection between IMS networks.

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation would like to commit to the 3GPP standards process and to maintain the efficient progress of TSG CT WG3, in particular. If she is elected, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation shall provide all the necessary support for Ms. Haruka Eitoku to pursue her 3GPP TSG CT WG3 vice-chairmanship successfully.

Ms. Haruka Eitoku will be trained to comply with all applicable antitrust/competition laws and regulations while acting in her capacity as TSG CT WG3 Vice-Chairman.

I am proud to recommend Ms. Haruka Eitoku as a candidate for Vice-Chairman of TSG CT WG3. I would greatly appreciate your support for her.

Sincerely Yours,

Katsuhiko Kawazoe
Executive Vice President
Director of Research and Development Planning
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation
Haruka Eitoku received a M.Sc. degree from the School of Science, Kyushu University, Japan, in 2017. In the same year, Haruka joined Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation, and was involved in the project to achieve the inter-connection between IMS networks. Haruka has been participating in 3GPP CT3 since 2018 and responsible for IMS standardization, especially on the II-NNI.